Learning and Memory in Living Neuronal Networks Connected to Moving Robot
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Abstract—Dissociated culture system with multi-electrode array is fully useful for elucidation of network dynamics of neurons. The living neuronal network can obtain a kind of “learning and memory, i.e., intelligence” by interactions with outer world. In this paper, we introduce Biologically Inspired Model as a fuzzy computational system for living neuronal networks connected to moving robot, Khepera II robot. The system has a loop procedure, the top-down bio-processing for sending actuator signals to robot from living neuronal network, and the bottom-up robot-processing for electrical stimulation to living neuronal network from robot. By applying the biologically inspired model to the obstacle problem and the tracking problem of robot, we are analyzing the interaction and plasticity of living neuronal network connected to moving robot, and we discuss reconstruction of the neuronal network, which can process “thinking”.

I. INTRODUCTION

Dissociated culture system with multi-electrode array is fully useful for elucidation of network dynamics of neurons [1]. Dissociated neurons in vitro begin to elongate neurites array and reconstruct complicated living neuronal networks. The living neuronal network can obtain a kind of “intelligence” by interactions with outer world [2], [3].

In this paper, we developed integration system of living neuronal network and Khepera II robot, using two kinds of fuzzy logic [4]. We call the system as “biomodeling system” [5]-[7], in which the “top-down bio-processing” for sending actuator signals to robot from living neuronal network, and the “bottom-up robot-processing” for electrical stimulation to living neuronal network from robot are connected between neuronal network and robot. We are here analyzing the interaction in biomodeling system, and discuss reconstruction of the neuronal network, which can process “thinking”.

II. LIVING NEURONAL NETWORKS INTERFACED WITH MOVING ROBOT

In biomodeling system, we provided a program which generates “premised control rules” for making a robot avoid obstacles. Robot with living neuronal network has two Fuzzy Control Units, FLTD for control of the actuators of the robot in the top-down bio-processing, and FLBU for control of the electrical stimulation to the neuronal network in the bottom-up robot-processing (Figure 1 and Figure 2).
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Robot control unit receives 8 inputs from the neuronal network. Stimulation control unit receives outputs of 8 IR sensors of the robot. In FLBU, fuzzy rules are prepared in which the unit applies electrical stimulation to e.g., electrode 1, if obstacles exist near the left side. In FLTD, the 256 fuzzy rules can express the actuators of robot from all the classified patterns of the action potentials in eight inputs (Figure 3).

In FLTD, setups of the membership function of fuzzy rules were performed as follows. Maximum value frequency of the action potential in all electrodes was made into the maximum of the horizontal axis of a membership function. The maximum of the membership function assigned to the label of high frequency was at three fourths of the points of the maximum frequency, and maximum of the membership function assigned to a low frequency label was conversely was at one fourth of the points of the maximum frequency.

Then, the method of setting up fuzzy rules is as follows. The differences of the fuzzy number of each rule assigned to bringing an object close to the left side of the robot and to right side were calculated. We focused on the rules with large differences. The rules with large fuzzy numbers for object at left side correspond to particular patterns evoked by inputs related to left IR sensors. In contrast, the rules with large fuzzy numbers for object at right side correspond to particular patterns related to right IR sensors. So that, for example, consequents of the rules for left IR sensor were configured that speed of left actuator is high.
As a result, when Robot control unit detect particular pattern that is evoked by the electrical stimulation to electrode 1, the speed of left actuator is set to be fast, and the robot can avoid the obstacle using fuzzy logic in FLT (Figure 4). Figure 5 shows an example of trajectory of robot with cultured neuronal network. Orange dots indicate the sensors located at left side of the robot detect objects. Green dots indicate the right sensors detected objects. In the experiments, the robot sometimes ignore the sensor inputs, but it quickly avoid collision.

To investigate the coordination between the learning type of fuzzy logic and the plasticity learning of neuronal network, we conducted an experiment of robot run in the straight course. The run course assumes full length 120mm, straight line of 90mm in width and we assume that robot runs along a base line to be located in the center of the run course a control purpose (Figure 6).

At first we adjust a fuzzy rule by the learning type fuzzy logic to realize the adaptability that can support an environmental change. However, the adjustment of the fuzzy rule by the learning type fuzzy logic is two phases, which are the first grade learning type fuzzy logic by the stimulation simulator (the first grade adaptability learning IStAL), and the second grade learning type fuzzy logic in the run
road (the second grade adaptability learning) 誤 2ndAL). In 1stAL, we assume a sensor signal of robot by a stimulation program and give two points of stimulation signals to the neuronal network. Fuzzy rules are adjusted as input with the learning type fuzzy logic of the reaction pattern of the neuronal network and as a supervised signal with the reverse signal of the sensor signal of robot (Figure 7).

![Fig. 7. Learning Process of 1stAL](image)

On the other hand, in 2ndAL, the value of the IR sensor of robot is used as a supervised signal by the web camera which is placed above of the run course and a fuzzy rule is adjusted. An adjusted fuzzy rule is fixed, and robot runs afterwards by plasticity learning, PL of the neuronal network (Figure 8 and Figure 9).

![Fig. 8. Trace of Khepera Robot and Membership Grade of Fuzzy Logic](image)

Fig. 9. Membership Grade Classified According to SPT, L, and R

If we observe adequate modification in the behavior of this robot by interaction to outer world, can we define that phenomenon as the intelligence of living neuronal network? Our ultimate goal is to generate intelligence in culture dish and to observe it.
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